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Entropy time series provides ecosystem 
insights and identifies fleeting opportunities

BACKGROUND: Enemies of The West are 
meticulously pursuing a systems warfare agenda. 
Domain agnostic ecosystem entropy offers 
situational awareness and a lens to exploit fleeting 
opportunities continually. This capability supports 
the development & selection of tactical and 
operational courses of action and real-time 
adjustments to employment strategies. We envision 
an extensible, domain agnostic information 
maneuver capability which drives entropy 
purposefully by anticipating and exploiting fleeting 
opportunities and making decisions which favor one 
party over the other. Entropy may be driven 
towards a more orderly state (negatively) or 
towards more chaotic states (positively).

METHOD: Being prototyped with the US Space 
Force Delta IX Orbital Warfare Group
1.Access two-line elements (space-track.org)
2.Identify geosynchronous (GEO) maneuvers of 

interest and anomalies (station keeping, 
eccentricity change, RAAN flip, slot change, etc.) 
using clustering and energy differentials

3.Store maneuvers as process activities and create 
event logs by satellite with contextual metadata 
(country of origin, orbital slot assignment, mission 
class)

4.Count ecosystem process activities; normalize as 
a percentage of the total. 

5.Calc/visualize entropy time series, distributions

H(P) = -∑ pi log2pi

pi is the normalized statistical percentage of an 

activity present at a given time (ie month, day, etc)
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• Ecosystem management tempo
• Emerging (or abandoned) 

tactics, techniques, procedures

• Maneuver opportunities
• Drive entropy purposefully (+/-)
• OODA Loop

ENTROPY represents the variability of 
categorical process activities within an 
ecosystem at a particular moment in time. Also 
characterized as the average level of 
information, surprise, uncertainty, or chaos.

INTERPRETATION: In this GEO space 
ecosystem, US and Chinese satellite operators 
manage commercial and military space assets 
in order to gain and maintain advantage. There 
were 147 US assets and 52 Chinese satellites. 
Entropy changes reflect operator activity at 
the ecosystem-level. Lower entropy suggests 
well established management; higher entropy 
suggests experimentation or a greater 
diversity of assets. Homogenous satellite 
ecosystems will likely have lower entropy. US 
operators prefer maneuvers “3” and “11;” 
Chinese operators prefer maneuvers “1”, “3”, 
“7”, and “11.”  US space operators can 
anticipate Chinese maneuvers and develop 
techniques which raise adversary operational 
costs and maximize gains.

APPLICATIONS
• Maneuver below the level of armed conflict
• Information operations (IO/OIE)
• Economic maneuver/GDP-boosting

ONGOING: Model dynamics of entropy in 
informational ecosystems, with the aim of 
predicting fleeting vulnerabilities that could be 
exploited. Anticipating dissipative structure 
energy exchange and movement of complex 
adaptive systems to find seams/gaps.

TECHNIQUE BENEFITS 
• Domain agnostic
• Explainable AI
• O(N) scalable
• See research and patentsMay 2021Aug 2020
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